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ABSTRACT
Modern social platforms are characterized by the presence of rich
user-behavior data associated with the publication, sharing and
consumption of textual content. Users interact with content and
with each other in a complex and dynamic social environment while
simultaneously evolving over time. In order to eectively charac-
terize users and predict their future behavior in such a seing, it
is necessary to overcome several challenges. Content heterogene-
ity and temporal inconsistency of behavior data result in severe
sparsity at the user level. In this paper, we propose a novel mutual-
enhancement framework to simultaneously partition and learn
latent activity proles of users. We propose a exible user parti-
tioning approach to eectively discover rare behaviors and tackle
user-level sparsity.
We extensively evaluate the proposed framework on massive
datasets from real-world platforms including Q&A networks and
interactive online courses (MOOCs). Our results indicate signicant
gains over state-of-the-art behavior models ( 15% avg ) in a varied
range of tasks and our gains are further magnied for users with
limited interaction data. e proposed algorithms are amenable to
parallelization, scale linearly in the size of datasets, and provide
exibility to model diverse facets of user behavior. An updated,
published version of this paper can be found here [18].
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1 INTRODUCTION
is paper addresses the problem of developing robust statisti-
cal representations of participant behavior and engagement in
online knowledge-exchange networks. Examples of knowledge-
exchange networks include interactive MOOCs (Massive Online
Open Courses), where participants interact with lecture content and
peers via course forums, and community Q & A platforms such as
Stack-Exchanges1. We would like statistical representations to pro-
vide insight into dominant behavior distributions, and understand
how an individual’s behavior evolves over time. Understanding
and proling time-evolving participant behavior is important in
several applications; for instance, pro-actively identifying unsat-
isfactory student progress in MOOCs may lead to redesign of the
online learning experience. e dynamic nature and diversity of
user activity in such learning environments pose several challenges
to proling and predicting behavior.
Behavior skew poses a signicant challenge in identifying infor-
mative paerns of user engagement with interactive social-media
1hps://stackexchange.com
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Figure 1: Illustration of (a) Dominant Action Skew and (b)
Content Skew in our largest Stack-Exchange, Ask-Ubuntu
[9, 35]. In the Ask-Ubuntu2 Q&A network, most users primarily en-
gage by commenting on posts as seen in Figure 1(a). Subject experts
who invest most of their time editing or answering questions are
relatively infrequent. e extent of behavior skew is compounded
by the presence of popular and niche subject areas (Figure 1(b)). For
instance, users who comment on popular topics vastly outnumber
those who edit or answer questions on niche subject areas.
Inconsistent participation and user-level data sparsity are other
prominent challenges in most social media platforms [3, 13, 38].
In Community Q&A websites and MOOCs, a minority of partici-
pants dominate activity in a classic power-law distribution [3] as
observed in Figure 2(a). Additionally, an overwhelming majority of
users record activity on less than 10% days of observation in our
datasets (Figure 2(b)). Temporal inconsistency in user participation
renders evolutionary user modeling approaches [30, 31] ineective
for sparse or bursty participants in social learning platforms.
Despite several relevant lines of work, including user evolution
modeling [30], behavior factorization [50], sparsity-aware tensor
factorization [13] and contextual text mining [31], there are few sys-
tematic studies addressing these pervasive challenges in modeling
user behavior across diverse platforms and applications. Evolution-
ary activity sequence based user modeling approaches [30] do not
explicitly account for sparse or bursty users, and are best suited to
temporally consistent user activity.
2hps://askubuntu.com/
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Figure 2: Temporal Consistency and User Interaction Vol-
ume (η ≈ 3) are highly skewed in Stack-Exchange/Coursera
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Matrix factorization methods have been adapted to extract dy-
namic user representations and account for evolution of user in-
terests. Jiang et al [13] develop a multi-facet tensor factorization
approach for evolutionary analysis, employing facet-wise regu-
larizer matrices to tackle sparsity. [50] discovers topical interest
proles via simultaneous factorization of action-specic matrices.
adratic scaling imposes restrictive computational limits on these
methods. Generative behavior models are controlled by introducing
Dirichlet priors in user prole assignments [25, 31, 32]. However,
this seing is limited in it’s ability to model skew, and could merge
infrequent behavior proles with common ones. Furthermore, be-
haviors learned could be contaminated by the presence of several
inactive users.
In contrast to these approaches, we propose to simultaneously
partition and prole users in a unied latent framework to adapt
to varying degrees of skew and data sparsity in our network. Our
user-partioning scheme builds upon preferential aachment mod-
els [1, 29] to explicitly discount common activity proles and favor
exploration of diverse user partitions, learning ne-grained repre-
sentations of behavioral signals. Mutual-enhancement of behavior
proling and user-partitioning can also bridge temporal inconsis-
tencies or sparsity in participant activity. Users exhibiting similar
engagement paerns are jointly grouped and proled within par-
titions. Furthermore, our latent behavior proles can be exibly
dened to integrate several facets of user behavior and evolution,
hence generalizing to diverse social platforms and applications.
e main contributions of this paper are:
• Partitioning and Proling : We simultaneously gener-
ate exible user partitions and prole user behavior within
partitions in a unied mutually-enhancing latent frame-
work. Our partitioning scheme can adapt to varying lev-
els of behavior skew, eectively uncover ne-grained or
infrequent engagement paerns, and address user-level
sparsity.
• Generalizability : Our model is generalizable to diverse
platforms and applications. User proles can be exibly
dened to integrate several facets of user behavior, so-
cial activity and temporal evolution of interests, providing
comprehensive user representations.
• User Evolution : We formalize our evolutionary proles
to integrate the time-evolving content-action associations
observed in user activity and social dynamics.
• Eciency : We provide several optimizations for ecient
model inference (see Section 5) and scale linearly in the
size of our datasets compared to quadratic-time scaling in
tensor factorization approaches.
Extensive experiments over large Coursera3 datasets as well as
Stack-Exchange websites indicate that our approach strongly out-
performs state-of-the-art baselines. We perform three prediction
tasks: certicate completion prediction (MOOCs), reputation pre-
diction (Stack Exchange), and behavior distribution prediction. For
certicate prediction, we outperform baselines on the AUC measure
by 6.26%-15.97%; reputation prediction by 6.65%-21.43%; behavior
prediction MOOCs (12%-25%) and Stack-Exchanges (9.5%-22%).
3hps://coursera.org
On experiments related to activity sparsity, we see magnied
gains on participants who oer limited data (10.2%-27.1%). We also
examine the eects of reducing behavior skew: our approach still
outperforms baselines on data with reduced skew. Our scalability
analysis shows that the model scales well, and is amenable to a
parallel implementation. Finally, we study the eects of model
parameters and obtain stable performance over a broad range of
parameter values, indicating that in practice our model requires
minimal tuning.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we formalize our data abstraction and user representation.
In Section 3, we describe the datasets used and in Section 4, we
present our approach. Section 5 describes a collapsed Gibbs sampler
to infer model parameters, and experimental results are presented
in Section 6. We discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude the
paper in Section 8.
2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
We study networks where participants seek to primarily gain and
exchange knowledge (e.g. MOOCs, Stack-Exchanges). In these
networks, participants act (e.g. “post”, “play video”, “answer”) on
content and communicate with other participants. Content may
either be participant-generated (e.g. in a forum), or external (e.g.
MOOC lecture). Interactions with content encode latent knowl-
edge and intent of participants - for instance, answering or editing
published content is indicative of subject expertise. Furthermore,
social exchanges between participants play an important role in
proling their activity.
LetU denote the set of all participants on the network. ese
participants employ a nite set of distinct actions A to interact
with content generated from vocabulary V . Atomic participant
activity is refered to as an interaction. We dene each interaction
d as a tuple d = (a,W , t), where the participant performs action
a ∈ A on contentW = {w | w ∈ V} at a normalized time-stamp
t ∈ [0, 1]. We denote the set of all interactions of participant u as
Du . us the entire collection of interactions in the network is
given by, D = ∪u ∈UDu .
Inter-participant links are represented by a directed multigraph
G = (U,E). A directed labeled edge (u,v, l) ∈ E is added for each
interaction of user u, du ∈ Du (e.g. “answer”) that is in response to
an interaction of user v , dv ∈ Dv (e.g. “ask question”) with edge
label l ∈ L indicating the specic nature of the social exchange
(e.g. “answer”→“question”).
Our model infers a set of latent activity proles R, where each
prole r ∈ R encodes a specic evolutionary paern of user be-
havior and social engagement. Observable facets of user behavior,
namely (Du ,Lu ),u ∈ U are drawn from prole r ∈ R with likeli-
hood p(Du ,Lu | r ) which we abbreviate as p(u | r ). Each user is
then represented by the vector of likelihoods over latent proles,
i.e. Pu = [p(u | r ) ∀ r ∈ R] .
3 DATASET DESCRIPTION
We study datasets from two diverse real-world learning platforms.
ey encompass rich temporal behavior data in conjunction with
textual content, and a community element whereby participants
form social ties with each other.
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Platform Action Description
MOOC
Play First lecture segment view
Rewatch Repeat lecture segment view
Clear Concept Back and forth movement, pauses
Skip Unwatched lecture segment
Create read Create a forum thread with a ques-
tion
Post Reply to existing threads
Comment Comment on existing posts
Stack Ex.
estion Posting a question
Answer Authoring answer to a question
Comment Comment on a question/answer
Edit Modify posted content
Favorite Liking posted content
Table 1: UserActionDescription (Coursera/Stack-Exchange)
Stack-ExchangeQ&ANetworks: Stack-Exchanges are Q&A web-
sites covering broad domains of public interest. Users interact by
asking/answering questions, and editing, liking and commenting
on published content (Table 1). Furthermore, users communicate
by reacting to other users’ activity, specically liking and editing
content, favorite, and answering questions hence seing up Editing,
Liking and Answering links between the pair of users, indicative
of their shared interests and knowledge. We apply our model on
several Stack-Exchange websites from varied domains (Table 2).
Coursera MOOC Platform: Coursera MOOCs feature a struc-
tured learning environment driven by both, lecture content and
communication between students and instructors via multiple course
forums. Paerns of lecture viewing obtained from video click-
streams provide valuable cues on student learning behavior [30, 40],
in addition to forum activity [26]. We combine these two sources to
dene the action set of students (Table 1). Lecture segment content
is extracted from subtitle les. Students engage in social exchanges
by commenting on or upvoting content from their peers. We study
several MOOC datasets described in Table 2.
Platform Dataset #Users #Interactions ηt SN
Coursera
Math 10,796 162,810 -2.90 0.69
Nature 6,940 197,367 -2.43 0.70
Comp Sci-1 26,542 834,439 -2.51 0.67
Comp Sci-2 10,796 165,830 -2.14 0.73
Stack-Ex
Ask-Ubuntu 220,365 2,075,611 -2.81 0.65
Android 28,749 182,284 -2.32 0.56
Travel 20,961 277,823 -2.01 0.66
Movies 14,965 150,195 -2.17 0.67
Chemistry 13,052 175,519 -2.05 0.63
Biology 10,031 138,850 -2.03 0.71
Workplace 19,820 275,162 -2.05 0.59
Christianity 6,417 130,822 -1.71 0.64
Comp. Sci. 16,954 183,260 -2.26 0.62
Money 16,688 179,581 -1.72 0.63
Table 2: Preliminary Analysis of Behavior Skew and Tempo-
ral Inconsistency of participant activity in our datasets
To quantify data sparsity in our datasets, we compute the power-
law index (ηt ) that best describes the fraction of users against
number of weeks with activity. A more negative index indicates
that fewer users are consistently active over time. Behavioral skew
can be quantied by grouping participants by their dominant action
type (e.g. users who mostly comment), and computing normalized
entropy (SN ) of the resulting distribution of users across actions.
In large Stack-Exchanges such as Ask-Ubuntu, ’Answer’ is the
dominant action for less than 5% users while ’Comment’ accounts
for over 60% (Figure 1). In MOOCs, ’Play’ is the most common
action and forum interactions are rare (∼10-15% participation),
resulting in fewer social links. It is interesting to observe that large
Stack-Exchanges have more inactive users in comparison to niche
domains of discussion (Ask-Ubuntu vs Money, Table 2).
4 OUR APPROACH
In this section, we motivate our behavior proling framework (Sec-
tion 4.1) proceeding in two simultaneous mutually-enchancing
steps. Discovering diverse homogenous partitions of users in the
network (Section 4.2), and learning latent evolutionary proles char-
acterizing facets of their content interactions and social exchanges
(Section 4.3).
4.1 Motivation
We develop our proling framework with two key objectives. First,
to account for behavior skew (participants are unevenly distributed
across varying behavior paerns) as well as temporal inconsistency
and sparsity in user-level data. Second, to learn informative evolu-
tionary proles simultaneously characterizing engagement with
content and social exchanges between users.
Modeling inherent behavior skew necessitates the development
of proling approaches that adapt to the observed data and learn
informative representations of user activity. Generative behavior
models are traditionally controlled by introducing Dirichlet priors
in the topic assignment process [25, 31, 32]. However, this seing
is limited in it’s ability to model inherent topical skew, where some
outcomes signicantly outnumber others. In the context of user be-
havior, it is necessary to explicitly account for the presence of skew
in the proportions of behavior paerns and eectively separate
users to learn discriminative evolutionary proles of activity. ere
are two key advantages to mutually enhancing user paritioning
and prole learning over conventional prole assignments:
• Tackling Behavior Skew : Conventional topic assign-
ments tend to merge infrequent behavior paerns with
common ones, resulting in uninformative proles. Our
approach explicitly discounts common proles and favors
diverse user partitions. Prole variables assigned to these
partitions learn informative representations of infrequent
behaviors.
• Temporal Inconsistency and Sparsity : Our prole as-
signment process enforces common proles across incon-
sistent and active users within homogenous partitions. As
our inference process converges, users with limited data
are probabilistically grouped with the most similar users
based on available interaction data.
We now proceed to formalize our user partitioning scheme.
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Symbol Description
D,U,A,V Set of all content interactions, users, actions and content vocabulary
Du ,Lu Content interactions and social links observed for user u ∈ U
d = (a,W , t) Interaction involving action a on contentW at time t
(s,u, l), (u,y, l ′) ∈ Lu ; l , l ′ ∈ L l-label inward link from source s, l’-label outward link to target y; L - predened link label set
R, K e set of evolution proles, and the set of behavior topics
ϕVk ,ϕ
A
k Multinomial word and action distributions in behavior k ∈ K
ϕKr Multinomial distribution over behaviors for prole r ∈ R
αrk , βrk Parameters of the temporal beta distribution for behavior k in prole r
ϕLr,r ′ Multinomial distribution over link labels for links directed from prole r to r
′
γ ,δ ,G0 Scale parameter, discount parameter and base distribution of Pitman-Yor process
a,na , ra ;N ,Ar Table ID, # seated users, prole served on it; # total seated users and # tables serving prole r ∈ R
αV ,αA ,αK ,αL Dirichlet-Multinomial priors for ϕVk , ϕ
A
k , ϕ
K
r and ϕLr,r ′ ∀ k ∈ K & r , r ′ ∈ R
Table 3: Notations used in this paper
4.2 Skew Aware User Partitioning
We rst introduce a basic preferential aachment model based on
the Pitman-Yor process [29] to generate skewed partitions of inte-
geres. We proceed to develop our prole-driven user partitioning
scheme, building upon the Chinese Restaurant perspective [1] of
the Pitman-Yor process to group similar users within partitions. Our
approach explicitly discounts common behavior proles to generate
diverse user partitions and learn subtle variations and infrequent
behavior paerns in the network. Additionally, it jointly proles
sparse and temporally inconsistent users with best-t partitions.
4.2.1 Basic Preferential Aachment. e Pitman-Yor process
[29] (generalization of the Dirichlet process [43]) induces a distri-
bution over integer partitions, characterized by a concentration
parameter γ , discount parameter δ , and a base distribution G0. An
interpretable perspective is provided by the Chinese Restaurant
seating process [1] (CRP), where users entering a restaurant are
partitoned across tables. Each user is either seated on one of several
existing tables [1, . . . ,A], or assigned a new table A + 1 as follows,
p(a |u) ∝

na−δ
N+γ , a ∈ [1,A], existing table
γ+Aδ
N+γ , a = A + 1, new table
(1)
where na is the number of users seated on existing tables a ∈
[1,A], A + 1 denotes a new table, and N = ∑a∈[1,A] na is the
total number of participants seated across all tables. Equation (1)
thus induces a preferential seating arrangement proportional to
the current size of each partition. e concentration (γ ) and the
discount (δ ) parameters govern the formation of new tables.
is simplistic assignment thus captures the “rich get richer”
power-law characteristic of online networks [3]. However a signi-
cant drawback is it’s inability to account for similarities of users
seated together. Our approach enforces a prole-aware seating
arrangment to generate homogenous user partitions.
4.2.2 Profile-Driven Preferential Aachment. Let us now assume
the presence of a set of evolutionary proles, R describing temporal
paerns of user engagement and their social ties. Each user u ∈ U
is associated with a set of time-stamped interactions Du , and social
links Lu . e likelihood of generating these observed facets via
prole r ∈ R is given by p(Du ,Lu | r ), which we abbreviate to
p(u | r ).
us, to continue the restaurant analogy above, we “serve” a
table-specic prole ra ∈ R to participants seated on each table
a ∈ [1,A]. When we seat participant u on a new table A + 1, a
prole variable rA+1 ∈ R is drawn on the new table to describe u,
rA+1 ∼ p(u | r )p(r )
where p(r ) is parameterized by the base distribution G0 of the
Pitman-Yor process, acting as a prior over the set of proles. We set
p(r ) to a uniform distribution to avoid bias. A user u in our model
is thus seated on table a as follows,
p(a |u) ∝

na−δ
N+γ × p(u | ra ), a ∈ [1,A],
γ+Aδ
N+γ × 1|R |
∑
r ∈R p(u | r ), a = A + 1.
(2)
us, the likelihood of assigning a specic prole r to participant
u, p(r |u) is obtained by summing up over the likelihoods of being
seated on existing tables serving r , and the likelihood of being
seated on a new table A + 1 with the prole draw rA+1 = r ,
p(r | u) =(
∑
a∈[1,A],ra=r
na − δ
N + γ
p(u | r )) + 1|R | ·
γ +Aδ
N + γ
p(u | r ) (3)
=
(
Nr −Arδ
N + γ
+
γ +Aδ
|R |(N + γ )
)
p(u | r ) (4)
where Ar is the number of existing tables serving prole r and Nr
is the total number of participants seated on tables serving r .
Discount Factor : e extent of skew is jointly controlled by
both, the number of users exhibiting similar activity paerns, en-
coded by p(u | r ) as well as the seing of the discount parameter
δ . Common proles are likely to be drawn on several tables, thus
their probability masses are discounted by the productArδ in Equa-
tion (3). A higher seing of δ favors exploration by seating users
on new tables and generating diverse partitions, learning subtle
variations in proles rather than merging them.
Temporal Inconsistency : Users oering limited evidence are
likely to be assigned to popular proles that well explain their
limited interaction data. Our user partitioning scheme enforces a
common prole assignment across users sharing a partition, thus
ensuring proximity of their likelihood distributions over the latent
space of the inferred evolutionary proles.
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Algorithm 1 Prole-Driven Preferential Aachment
1: for each user u ∈ U do
2: Sit at existing table a ∈ [1,A] ∝ na−δN+γ × p(u | ra )
3: Sit at new table A + 1 ∝ γ+AδN+γ × (
∑
r ∈R p(u | r ) × 1|R | )
4: if A + 1 is chosen then
5: Draw rA+1 ∝ p(u | r ) × 1|R | , rA+1 ∈ R
Simplistic prefential assignment (Equation (1)) can be interpreted
as a specialization of our model where all evolutionary proles r ∈ R
are equally likely for every user. Our model eectively generalizes
Equation (1) to generate partitions of typed entities rather than
integers. e resulting seating arrangement in our model can be
shown to be exchangeable similar to that in [1] and hence amenable
to ecient inference. Our partitioning approach can be extended to
several diverse applications, depending on the precise formulation
of p(u | r ). In the next subsection, we formalize our denition of
evolutionary proles r ∈ R.
4.3 Evolutionary Activity Proling
We now formalize the notion of latent behaviors and evolutionary
activity proles. A behavior (or a behavioral topic) k ∈ K is jointly
described by ϕVk , a |V| dimensional multinomial distribution over
words, and ϕAk , a |A| dimensional multinomial distribution over
the set of actions. e combined probability of observing an action
a (e.g. “play”, “post”) on contentW = {w | w ∈ V} (e.g. a sentence
on “Probability”) conditioned on behavior k can be given by,
p(a,W | k) ∝ ϕAk (a)
∏
w ∈W
ϕVk (w). (5)
Each observed interaction is assumed to be drawn from a single be-
havior k ∈ K , thus learning consistent action-content associations.
Evolutionary proles are temporal mixtures over behaviors. We
describe each activity prole r ∈ R jointly by a K dimensional
multinomial-distribution parameterized by ϕKr over the K latent
behaviors, and a Beta distribution specic to each behavior k ∈ K ,
over normalized time t ∈ [0, 1], parameterized by {αrk , βrk }. Each
component of the multinomial distribution ϕKr (k) is the likelihood
of observing behavior k in prole r . e αrk , βrk parameters of the
Beta distributions capture the temporal trend of behavior k within
prole r .
We draw an interaction d = (a,W , t) within prole r by rst
drawing a behavior k in proportion to ϕKr (k). We then draw action
a and contentW conditioned on behavior k , and time t conditioned
on both r and k . us, the likelihood of observing interaction d in
prole r , p(d | r ) is obtained by marginalizing over behaviors,
p(d | r ) ∝
∑
k
ϕKr (k) × p(a,W | k) × p(t | r ,k). (6)
where p(a,W | k) is computed as in Equation (5) and p(t | r ,k)
through the corresponding Beta distribution Beta(t ;αrk , βrk ),
p(t | r ,k) = t
αrk−1(1 − t)βrk−1
B(αrk , βrk )
. (7)
e Beta distribution oers us exibility in modeling temporal
association. Prior behavior models [13, 30] used static time slicing
to describe user evolution. Choosing an appropriate temporal gran-
ularity is challenging. A single granularity may be inadequate to
model heterogeneous user activity. Since we analyze behavior data
recorded over nite intervals, the parameterized Beta distribution is
capable of learning exible continuous variations over normalized
time-stamps via parameter estimation [45].
We can now compute the likelihood of observing the entire set
of interactions Du of a user u ∈ U conditioned on prole r as,
p(Du | r ) ∝
∏
d ∈Du
p(d | r ) (8)
e above process is summarized in Algorithm 2. In addition to
interaction set Du , we now proceed to exploit inter-participant
link structure in the construction of activity proles.
4.3.1 Modeling Participant Links. We create a directed multi-
graph between pairs of proles to incorporate the nature of partici-
pant ties. Edge labels l ∈ L describe the nature of exchanges (e.g.
“question”, “answer”) connecting users who perform them, and the
directionality of the exchange is indicative of the implicit social re-
lationship between their proles. We thus associate a multinomial
distribution parameterized by ϕLr,r ′ between each ordered pair of
proles r , r ′, seing up |R |2 distributions in all.
e network structure also enhances modeling for participants
with inconsistent interaction data to take advantage of more exten-
sive interaction data of their neighbors. e probability p(Lu | ru )
of the set of links Lu associated with user u is proportional to the
likelihoods of independently observing each link, based on the cur-
rent prole assignment ru ∈ R, and the participant proles of users
linked to u,
p(Lu | ru ) ∝
∏
(s,u,l )∈Lu
ϕLrs ,ru (l) ×
∏
(u,y,l )∈Lu
ϕLru ,ry (l), (9)
Evolutionary	Activity
Profiling
User	Behavior Social	Links
Profile-Driven	Preferential	
Attachment
Figure 3: Graphicalmodel illustrating our simultaneous par-
titioning and proling framework
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Algorithm 2 Generative process for drawing facets Du , Lu from
prole r ∈ R assigned to the partition containing user u ∈ U
1: for each behavior k ∈ K do
2: Draw word distribution ϕVk ∼ Dir (αV )
3: Draw action distribution ϕAk ∼ Dir (αA )
4: for each prole r ∈ R do
5: Draw distribution over behaviors, ϕKr ∼ Dir (αK )
6: for each prole r ′ ∈ R do
7: Choose link distribution ϕLr,r ′ ∼ Dir (αL)
8: for each behavior interaction d = (a,W , t) ∈ Du do
9: Choose behavior k ∼Multi(ϕKr )
10: for word w ∈Wd do
11: Draw w ∼Multi(ϕVk )
12: Draw action a ∼Multi(ϕAk )
13: Draw normalized time t ∼ Beta(αrk , βrk )
14: for each inward link (s,u,l) ∈ Lu do
15: Let rs denote source user prole
16: Draw (s,u, l) ∼ Multi(ϕLrs ,r )
17: for each outward link (u,y,l) ∈ Lu do
18: Let ry denote target user prole
19: Draw (u,y, l) ∼ Multi(ϕLr,ry )
whereϕLrs ,ru (l) is the likelihood of an l-labeled inward link to useru
emerging from a source user s with prole rs , and ϕLru ,ry (l), is that
of the analogous outward link to user y. We thus encode observed
social links as implicit relationships of the respective evolutionary
proles.
We combine social ties Lu and content interactions Du (eqs. (8)
and (9)), to compute the joint conditional probability p(u | r ),
P(u | r ) ∝ p(Du | r ) × p(Lu | r ). (10)
e above equation provides the likelihood of describing useru ∈ U
with a chosen prole r ∈ R. e generative process correspending
to eq. (10) is summarized by Algorithm 2.
In this section, we motivated our partitioning and proling frame-
work to tackle the issues of skew and sparsity in social learning
environments. Next, we describe a collapsed Gibbs-sampling ap-
proach [21] for model inference, where we iteratively sample user
seating arrangements and update prole parameters to reect the
resulting set of user partitions, until mutual convergence.
5 MODEL INFERENCE
In this section we describe a collapsed Gibbs-sampling [21] ap-
proach for model inference, an analysis of it’s computational com-
plexity, and propose an ecient parallel batch-sampler to scale to
large datasets.
5.1 Inference via Gibbs Sampling
We exploit the widely used Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo(MCMC)
algorithm, collapsed Gibbs-sampling, to sample user seating and
learn proles by iteratively sampling the latent prole variable
ru for each user u ∈ U, latent behavior-topic assignments kd for
interactions d ∈ Du , and table au serving sampled prole ru , on
which user u is seated.
Symbol Description
n
(w )
k ,n
(a)
k ,n
(.)
k Number of times word w , action a were as-
signed to topic k, and respective marginals
n
(k )
r ,n
(.)
r Number of interactions of users in r assigned
topic k, total interactions of all users in r
n
(l )
r,r ′ ,n
(.)
r,r ′ Number of l-label links across users in prole
r with r ′, and total links between r and r ′
Table 4: Gibbs-sampler count variables
5.1.1 Initialization: Randomized initializtion of user partitions
and corresponding prole assignments could result in longer con-
vergence times. We speed-up convergence by exploiting content
tags and action distributions of users to generate a coherent initial
seating arrangement. Users with similar action and content tag
distributions are seated together to form homogenous partitions.
5.1.2 Sampling User Partitions: e likelihood of generating
interaction d = (a,W , t) ∈ Du from behavior k ∈ K (Equation (5))
can be given by,
p(a,W | k) ∝
n
(a)
k + αA
n
(.)
k + |A|αA
×
∏
w ∈W
n
(w )
k + αV
n
(.)
k + |V|αV
(11)
us the likelihood of observing interaction d = (a,W , t) in prole
r ∈ R (Equation (6)) is,
p(d | r ) ∝
∑
k ∈K
nkr + αK
n
(.)
r + |K |αK
× p(a,W | k) × p(t | r ,k) (12)
where p(t | r ,k) is computed as in eq. (7). Link likelihood for source
prole p, target p′ and label l is computed as,
ϕLp,p′(l) =
nlp,p′ + αL
n
(.)
p,p′ + |L|αL
(13)
us p(u | r ),u ∈ U (eq. (8)) can be obtained as the product of
eq. (12) over d ∈ Du and eq. (13) over Lu respectively. Given
p(u | r ) we can sample prole ru for user u as in eq. (3),
P(ru = r | u,a−u , r−u ,k−u ) ∼
(
Nr −Arδ
N + γ
+
γ +Aδ
|R |(N + γ )
)
p(u | r )
(14)
where a−u , r−u ,k−u indicate the seating and prole assignments of
all other users, and the behavior assignments for their interactions.
Behavior assignments for each interaction d ∈ Du are sampled in
proportion to eq. (12) with r = ru , the chosen prole for u, and the
user is seated either on an existing table a ∈ [1,A] serving ru , or
new table A + 1 with rA+1 = ru ,{
a ∈ [1,A] ∝ na−δN+γ if ra = ru , else 0
New table A + 1 ∝ γ+(δ×A)N+γ × 1|R | , rA+1 = ru
Note that N = |U| − 1, i.e. all users except u.
5.1.3 Parameter Estimation: All counts (Table 4) corresponding
to previous behavior and prole assignments of u are decremented
and updated based on the new assignments drawn. At the end
of each sampling iteration, Multinomial-Dirichlet priors αV , αA ,
αK and αL are updated by Fixed point iteration [28] and prole
parameters (αrk , βrk ) are updated by the method of moments [45].
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All time-stamps are rounded to double-digit precision and val-
ues of p(t | r ,k) ∀ t ∈ [0, 1], r ∈ R,k ∈ K are cached at the end of
each sampling iteration. is prevents R × K scaling for p(u | r )
in Equation (14) by replacing computations with fetch operations.
Pitman-Yor parameters can be estimated via auxiliary variable sam-
pling with hyperparameters set to recommended values in [39, 42].
5.2 Computational Complexity
In each Gibbs iteration, Equations (11) and (12) involve |D| × (K +
R) computations. Equation (14) requires an additional |U| × R
computations. R×K scaling forp(u | r ) in Equation (14) is prevented
by restricting temporal precision as described in section 5.1. e
rst product term of Equation (14) is cached for each r ∈ R, and
updated only when tables of prole r are altered.
On the whole, our algorithm is linear in |D|+ |U|, scaled by R+K in
both time and space complexity (results in Figure 6). We eciently
scale to massive datasets by parallelizing our algorithm across users
via batch-sampling, described in the next subsection.
5.3 Parallelizing Model Inference
e Gibbs sampler described above samples each user’s seating
P(ru = r | u,a−u , r−u ,k−u ) conditioned on all other users, which
necessitates iteration overU. Instead, seating arrangements could
be simultaneously sampled in batches U ⊂ U conditioned on all
users outside the batch, i.e. P(RU = R | U ,aU−U , rU−U ,kU−U ).
Batch sampling is most ecient when each batch U ⊂ U is
chosen such that users u ∈ U entail comparable computational
loads. We approximate computation load for u ∈ U ∝ |Du | + |Lu |
to decide apriori batch splits for sampling iterations.
All assignment counts can be updated at the end of the sampling
process for one batch. Note that social links between users in a given
batch U are ignored since their proles are drawn simultaneously.
However, in practice the batch-size is a small value in comparison
to |U|, thus rendering this loss to be negligible.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present our experimental results on datasets
from MOOCs as well as Stack-Exchange. We rst introduce the set
of competing baselines. en in Section 6.2, we discuss prediction
tasks used to evaluate the dierent behavioral representation mod-
els. In Section 6.3, we demonstrate the impact of data sparsity on
prediction tasks, and in Section 6.4, we discuss the eects of behav-
ior skew. Next, we present results on the parameter sensitivity and
scalability of our model in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 and conclude with a
discussion on the limitations of our approach.
6.1 Baseline Methods
We compare our model (CMAP) with three state-of-the-art behavior
models and two standard baselines.
LadFG [30]: LadFG is a dynamic latent factor model which
uses temporal interaction sequences and demographic in-
formation of participants to build latent representations.
We provide LadFG action-content data from interactions
and all available user demographic information.
BLDA [31]: BLDA is an LDA based extension to capture
actions in conjunction with text. It represents users as a
mixture over latent content-action topics.
FEMA [13]: FEMA is a multifaceted sparsity-aware matrix
factorization approach which employs regularizer matrices
to tackle sparsity. Facets in our datasets are users, words
and actions. We set User-User and Word-Word regularizers
to link and co-occurrence counts respectively. We could
not run FEMA on Ask-Ubuntu and Comp Sci-1 datasets
owing to very high memory and compute requirements.
Regularizer matrices in FEMA scale as |U|2, whereas our
model scales as |U|.
DMM (Only text) [49]: We apply DMM to the textual con-
tent of all interactions to learn topics. Users are represented
by the probabilistic proportions of learned topics in their
interaction content.
Logistic Regression Classier (LRC) [19]: It uses logistic
regression to train a classier model for prediction. Input
features include topics(obtained from DMM) that the user
interacts with and respective action proportions for each
topic.
We initialize Dirichlet priors for ϕVk ,ϕ
A
k ,ϕ
K
r and ϕLr,r ′ following
the common strategy [9, 48] (αX = 50/|X |,X = {A,L,K}, and
αV = 0.01) and all Beta parameters αrk , βrk are initialized to 1. We
found CRP parameter initialization at δ = 0.5,γ = 1 to perform
consistently well across datasets. All models were implemented in
Python, and experiments were performed on an x64 machine with
2.4GHz Intel Xeon cores and 16 GB of memory.
6.2 Prediction Tasks
In this section, we identify three prediction tasks, discuss evaluation
metric and compare results with competing baseline methods. We
focus on two platform specic user characterization tasks, and a
common content-action prediction task.
Certicate Prediction: Students maintaining a minimum
cumulative grade over course assignments are awarded
certications by Coursera. Connecting behavior to perfor-
mance may help beer online educational experiences. We
aempt to predict students recieving certicates based on
their behavioral data in each MOOC.
User Reputation Prediction: For Stack-Exchanges, we
predict if participants have a high reputation. Participants
receive a reputation score based on the quality of their
participation. We dene high reputation as the top quartile
of all reputation scores on that stack-exchange.
Behavior Prediction: We predict the distribution of par-
ticipant behavior across content and actions, in all Stack-
Exchanges and MOOC datasets. Specically, for each dataset,
we extract T = 20 topics from the text of all interactions
using DMM [49], and assign each participant interaction
to the most likely topic learned by DMM.
We use standard classiers and evaluation metrics to evaluate
all models. Prediction tasks use linear kernel Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) classier (with default parameters) in sklearn4 and we
compute results for each dataset through 10-fold cross validation.
4hp://scikit-learn.org/
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Method Precision Recall F1-score AUC
LRC 0.76 ± 0.04 0.71 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.03
DMM 0.77 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.03
LadFG 0.81 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.02
FEMA 0.78 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.03
CMAP 0.86 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.02
BLDA 0.80 ± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.03 0.77 ± 0.03 0.77 ± 0.04
Table 5: Certication Prediction (µ ± σ across MOOCs).
CMAP outperforms baselines by 6.26-15.97% AUC.
Method Precision Recall F1-score AUC
LRC 0.73 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.03
DMM 0.69 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.04 0.66 ± 0.04 0.70 ± 0.04
LadFG 0.86 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.03
FEMA 0.79 ± 0.04 0.73 ± 0.03 0.77± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.04
CMAP 0.85 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02
BLDA 0.75 ± 0.04 0.71 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.04
Table 6: Reputation Pred. (µ ± σ across Stack-Exchanges).
CMAP outperforms baselines by 6.65-21.43% AUC.
LRC is not used in behavior prediction since it does not build a
user representation. We evaluated performance of all methods in
the certicate and reputation prediction tasks via Precision, Recall,
F1-Score and Area-Under-Curve (AUC). For the behavior prediction
task, we measure the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) in the pre-
dicted user interaction proportions for (topic, action) pairs against
the actual interaction proportions of users.
We show strong results across prediction tasks. In the certicate
prediction task, our method improves on the baselines using the
AUC measure by 6.26-15.97%, averaged across MOOCs (c.f. Table 5).
In the reputation prediction task over Stack-Exchanges, we improve
on all baselines on the AUC metric in the range 6.65-21.43%. In
the behavior prediction task, our method improves on competing
baselines using RMSE by 12%-25% on MOOCs and between 9.5%-
22% on Stack-Exchange datasets (c.f. Table 9).
6.3 Eects of Data Sparsity
In order to study the gains of our algorithm on characterizing users
with dierent levels of activity, we split participants in each dataset
into four equal partitions based on their number of interactions
(artiles 1-4, 1 being least active). We then sample participants
from each quartile and evaluate all methods on prediction perfor-
mance (AUC).
Our model shows magnied gains (Figure 4) in prediction per-
formance over baseline models in the rst and second quartiles
Method DMM LadFG FEMA CMAP BLDA
MOOC 4.9 ± 0.4 4.2 ±0.3 4.1 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.2 4.4 ± 0.4
Stack-Ex 8.6 ± 0.6 7.9 ± 0.4 7.5 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 0.4 7.4 ± 0.5
Table 7: Behavior Prediction (RMSE (×10−2) µ ± σ ). CMAP
ouperforms baselines in MOOCs (12%-25%) and Stack-
Exchanges (9.5%-22%)
which correspond to sparse or inactive users. BLDA performs the
weakest in artile-1 since it relies on interaction activity to build
user representations. Our model eectively bridges gaps in sparse
or inconsistent participant data by exploiting similar active users
within user partitions.
6.4 Eects of Behavior Skew
We study the eect of behavioral skew on the prediction results,
by subsampling users who predominantly perform the two most
common activities in our two largest datasets, Ask-Ubuntu (Com-
ments and estions) and Comp Sci-1 (Play and Skip) in half, and
retaining all other users. is reduces overall skew in the data.
Baseline models are expected to perform beer with de-skew. All
models degrade in Ask-Ubuntu owing to signicant content loss in
the de-skew process.
Method Ask-Ubuntu CompSci1 MOOC
Original Deskewed Original Deskewed
LRC 0.671 0.656 0.713 0.734
DMM 0.647 0.611 0.684 0.672
LadFG 0.734 0.718 0.806 0.830
BLDA 0.706 0.683 0.739 0.788
CMAP 0.823 0.746 0.851 0.839
Table 8: CMAP outperforms baselines (AUC) in original and
de-skewed datasets. Performance gap reduces with de-skew.
We also investigate performance gains achieved by our approach
in our most skewed and sparse Stack-Exchange (Ask-Ubuntu) vs
least skewed (Christianity, Table 2). On average, our model out-
performs baselines by 13.3% AUC for Ask-Ubuntu vs 10.1% for
Christianity Stack-Exchange in the Reputation Prediction task.
Method DMM LRC LadFG FEMA CMAP BLDA
Ask-Ubuntu 0.647 0.671 0.734 - 0.823 0.706
Christianity 0.684 0.720 0.842 0.818 0.856 0.791
Table 9: Performance gains in Reputation Pred for most
skewed/sparse dataset (Ask-Ubuntu) vs least (Christianity)
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Figure 4: Eects of activity sparsity on prediction tasks (AUC) for Stack Exchanges (datasets 1-10) andMOOCs (datasets 11-14).
CMAP has greatest performance gains inartile-1 (Sparse users), performance gap reduces for very active users (artile-4).
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6.5 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
Our model is primarily impacted by three parameter values: num-
ber of proles R, number of behaviors K and discount parameter
δ . We nd results to be stable in a broad range of parameter val-
ues indicating that in practice our model requires minimal tuning
(Figure 5). It is worth noting that while R primarily impacts the
granularity of the discovered activity proles, while K impacts the
resolution of content-action associations. Dirichlet parameters and
other hyper-parameters have negligible impact on the proles and
behaviors learned. We set R = 20, δ = 0.5 and K = 50 for all
datasets. Our inference algorithm is found to converge within 1%
AUC in less than 400 sampling iterations across all datasets.
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Number of Profiles
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Figure 5: Mean performance(AUC) & 95% condence inter-
val with varying model parameters one at a time: δ , R, K .
Stability is observed in broad ranges of parameter values.
6.6 Scalability Analysis
We compared the runtimes and memory consumption of our serial
and batch-sampling (with 8 cores) inference algorithms with other
models, for dierent volumes of interaction data obtained from
random samples of the Ask-Ubuntu Stack-Exchange. BLDA is the
fastest among the set of compared models. Our 8x batch sampler is
comparable to BLDA in runtime. FEMA was the least scalable owing
to the |U|2 growth of the User-User regularizer matrix. Figure 6
shows the comparisons between the algorithms.
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Figure 6: Eects of dataset size on algorithm runtime and
memory consumption. BLDA is the fastest among the set of
compared models.
6.7 Limitations
We identify two limitations. First, we make no assumptions about
the structure of knowledge (e.g. a knowledge of “probability” is
useful to understand “statistical models”); incorporating knowledge
structure, perhaps in the form of an appropriate prior will help
with beer understanding participants with low activity. Second,
we assume a bounded time range and our model is inapplicable on
streaming data.
7 RELATEDWORK
We categorize research related to our problem into four groups:
Contextual Text Mining, Behavior Modeling, Temporal Behavior
Dynamics, and Platform-specic work.
Contextual Text Mining: Generative models which combine con-
textual information with text have found success in generating
discriminative combined trends. Topics Over Time [45] is a latent
generative model over text and time-stamps of documents. Other
temporal content models have been proposed [27, 47]. Link based
models aempt to extract a static view of author communities and
content [5, 23, 37]. Short-text approaches [33, 49] address content
sparsity, absent publishing and consuming behaviors of users. Skew-
aware models have also been developed for morphological structure
analysis [10], topic modeling [16, 20, 39], dependency parsing [44]
and query expansion [15, 24]. BLDA [31] is most closely related to
our work since it aempts to integrate user actions with textual
content, in the absence of a temporal factor.
Behavior Modeling: Matrix factorization has been a popular ap-
proach to study and predict human behavior. In the past, models
have aempted to study two dimensional relations such as user-
item aliation [14, 51], and higher dimensional data via tensor
models in web search and recommender systems [11, 41]. ese
models extract static views of user behavior.
Temporal Behavior Dynamics: is line of work integrates the
temporal evolution of users with behavior modeling approaches.
Previous works aempt to exploit historical user behavior data to
predict future activity in online media [7, 22], recommender ap-
plications [8], and academic communities [46]. [30] aempts to
build temporally-discretized latent representations of evolutionary
learner behavior. ese approaches do not explicitly address data
sparsity at the user level. Jiang et al [13] have proposed a sparsity-
aware tensor factorization approach to study user evolution. eir
model however faces scalability challenges in massive real-world
datasets, and relies on external regularizer data.
Platform-specic work: Characterization of users with gener-
ated content and actions has been studied in both seings, MOOCs
[6, 26, 34] and community estion-Answering [12, 25]. [2] devel-
ops an engagement taxonomy for learner behavior. [4, 36] integrate
social data to study dropout in MOOCs. More recently, adversar-
ial learning has been applied to address the long-tail in Neural
Collaborative Filtering [17]. In contrast to these approaches, our
objective is to learn robust and generalizable representations to
study participant behavior in diverse interactive social learning
platforms.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the challenge of characterizing user be-
havior on social learning platforms in the presence of data sparsity
and behavior skew. We proposed a CRP-based Multi-facet Activity
Proling model (CMAP) to prole user activity with both, content
interactions as well as social ties. Our experimental results on di-
verse real-world datasets show that we outperform state of the art
baselines on prediction tasks. We see strong gains on participants
with low activity, our algorithms scale well, and perform well even
with de-skewing data.
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We identify three rewarding future directions. Developing Incre-
mental models for streaming data; incorporating priors to structure
knowledge; allowing for innite action spaces.
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